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Abstract: Flooding events can produce significant disturbances in underground transport systems within urban areas and lead to economic and technical consequences, which can be worsened by variations in the occurrence of climate extremes. Within the framework of the European project RESCCUE (RESilience to cope with Climate Change in Urban arEas—a multi-sectorial approach focusing on water), climate projections for the city of Barcelona manifest meaningful increases in maximum rainfall intensities for the 2100 horizon. A better comprehension of these impacts and their conditions is consequently needed. A hydrodynamic modelling process was carried out on Barcelona Metro Line 3, as it was identified as vulnerable to pluvial flooding events. The Metro line and all its components are simulated in the urban drainage models as a system of computational link and nodes reproducing the main physical characteristics like slopes and cross-sections when embedded in the current 1D/2D hydrodynamic model of Barcelona used in the project RESCCUE. This study presents a risk analysis focused on ensuring transport service continuity in flood events. The results reveal that two of the 26 stations on Metro Line 3 are exposed to a high risk of flooding in current rainfall conditions, and 11 of the 26 stations on Metro Line 3 are exposed to a high risk of flooding in future rainfall conditions for a 20-year return period event, which affects Metro service in terms of increased risk. This research gives insights for stakeholders and policymakers to enhance urban flood risk management, as a reasonable approach to tackle this issue for Metro systems worldwide. This study provides a baseline for assessing potential flood outcomes in Metro systems and can be used to evaluate adaptation measures’ effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

Current trends in the analysis of climate-driven events on urban societies, infrastructures, and services have guided study towards the direct and indirect impacts of these events, resulting in
disruptions within the interdependent infrastructure systems. These studies draw our awareness to the importance of analyzing the impacts generated by extreme events, such as heavy rainfall, flooding, storm surge, and other extreme natural phenomena which severely compromise city services. This introduction presents the importance of assessing Metro systems’ flooding impacts, pointing to the research gap on this topic and supporting the motivations leading this study.

Climate change represents a severe threat to cities and their resilience, which are complex systems characterized by constant flow and are the result of a lot of dynamic variables that change in space and time [1,2]. As discussed by Wan et al. [3], transportation resilience can be described as the capacity of a transportation system to “absorb disturbances,” sustaining its fundamental structure and purpose, plus recovering to an expected service level following occurring disruptions. As an initial action for a risk/resilience appraisal [4], a potential hazard for urban resilience is the occurrence of flooding events which might impact the continuity of Metro services. Metro systems, as one strategic transport service on urban areas, represent one key variable for assessing resilience in the context of physical infrastructure used by citizens. Decreasing the risks that may affect the continuity of the Metro service, therefore, will increase resilience at the municipal level [5]. Although there are a variety of words for underground transport railway systems (e.g., subway, underground, or tube), this paper will use the term “Metro systems” when referring to them.

Metro systems’ importance worldwide for cities’ operability is evident. According to 2018 figures [6], 178 cities in 56 countries have a Metro transportation system, with an average ridership of 168 million per day, and increasing annual use of 19.5%. Figure 1 presents the currently in-service number of Metro systems in Europe. Between China, India, and Iran, Asia is building 16 new systems, shaping the decarbonizing urban transport effort as a response to climate change [6].

![Figure 1. Metro systems in operation in Europe by 2019 [6].](image-url)

Following the accelerated growth of cities and their Metro systems, and the increasing growth and complexity of Metro networks, the ability to study and improve the vulnerability of systems are more complex, according to the heterogeneity of the different components of a large scale system, such as a transport network [7]. The probability of disruptions should consider many factors, not
only the number of affected Metro stations, but also the distance between them [8], along with several other factors.

Considering hazards that Metro systems face worldwide, there is a notable lack of research on water-related hazards [5], including those related to flooding events and their impact on Metro systems’ resilience [9]. In a context of climate change, flooding events can produce increasing significant socioeconomic risks in urban areas. Worse still, urbanization heightens the likelihood of water disasters such as floods because development decreases the amounts of permeable surfaces where water can soak into the soil, thereby originating runoff that contributes to flooding. This situation poses a critical risk to Metro systems, which can suffer from diverse types of flooding, such as riverine (fluvial) and rain-related (pluvial) flooding, and tidal surges.

Climate change endangers the Barcelona Metro system when subjected to flooding events. Flood events have caused property damage along with service disruptions, by the inundation of underground infrastructures (e.g., Metro tunnels and facilities) [10,11]. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate flood risks in Metro systems to plan for flood disasters and set mitigation strategies efficiently. Figure 2 illustrates how Metro flooding events affect both Metro systems’ infrastructure and users, exposing them to collateral effects such as hard falls due to the loss of stability of passengers crossing through water flow [12,13], material damage, and reduction of service provision due to damage caused to both the users and the companies that administer the systems. These events have gradually increased in recent years due to cities’ growth and climate change [14–16].

Figure 2. Flood events in major global Metro systems: (a) New York [17]; (b) Tokyo [18]; (c) Madrid [19]; (d) Prague [20]; (e) Washington [21]; (f) Brussels [22].

The main objective of this research is to analyze Metro stations’ vulnerability facing floods under extreme rainfall events, then, exposing the system to climate change flooding influenced events. Other research approaches focus on ensuring transport service continuity using other public transport modes, responding to Metro system flooding events [23–26]. In order to address the cited research gaps, this study proposes and analyzes interactions connecting pluvial flood events and the water level thresholds inside Metro station tunnels that might result in service disruption, through a hydrodynamic model including the Metro system. Barcelona Metro Line 3 is the line most vulnerable to flood events due to extreme rainfall, according to TMB (Transports Metropolitans de Barcelona, Barcelona Metropolitan Transport—the leading public transport operator in Barcelona) records. Hence, in this study, the Metro
Line 3 is integrated into the 1D/2D hydrodynamic model developed for the entire drainage system of the city of Barcelona within the European project RESCCUE (RESilience to cope with Climate Change in Urban arEas—a multi-sectorial approach focusing on water) [27].

This study proposes a new methodology for a flood risk assessment in an underground Metro system, based on a surface pluvial flooding 1D/2D hydrodynamic modelling and the Metro infrastructure real data. The new flood model, derived from the integration of the infrastructure of Line 3 of the Barcelona Metro with the city’s current drainage model, was calibrated based on flood observed from photos and visual inspection by TMB operators. The Metro elements through which floodwater enters into the tunnels (i.e., staircases, ventilation grates, hallways) were simulated based on their simplification, depicting the Metro entrances as pipelines addressing the Metro tunnels and stations, as an approach that can be applied to other case studies.

As a vital component of the flood risk assessment, future scenarios using rainfall projections under the climate change impact were applied. The model calibration aimed at reproducing observed water levels in the studied Metro stations, water levels in various real events were adequately reflected by the model. Also, it was possible to identify the likely effects of climate change on underground flooding by analyzing the effects of future rainfall conditions. Finally, a risk assessment of the Metro station was performed, adaptation strategies were proposed to reduce floods’ impact and to prevent disruptions in Metro service, increasing the resilience of city transportation services.

2. Materials and Methods

This study incorporates Barcelona Metro Line 3 real data into the hydrodynamic 1D/2D model of Barcelona considering the connections among possible water inflows and Metro tunnels and stations and considering them as pipelines. To summarize the overall structure of the model, Figure 3 lists the necessary steps performed for the proposed flood risk assessment.

**Figure 3.** The overall model structure for flood risk assessment in Metro systems.

This chapter presents a list of the precipitation events in Barcelona that have caused disruptions in the Metro service due to the entry of water into the system, considering both the sources and methods of study, with the hydrodynamic model implementation, the Metro Line 3 data acquisition, and components’ introduction processes to the model. Furthermore, this chapter describes the model calibration and validation process, along with the flood risk assessment under the impact of climate change.

2.1. Historical Data of Metro Systems’ Flood Events in Barcelona

Table 1 summarizes a two-decade historical data of Metro system flood events. Only those events that caused service disruption have been considered. The table was obtained linking Barcelona Metro
system records from system administrator TMB, with internet media. Service disruption information is available for request to TMB, due to its confidential nature.

Table 1. Barcelona Metro service disruptions due to flooding events in the last 20 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Average duration – Cumulative Rainfall</th>
<th>Disruptions in Metro Stations – Line Affected (L, Line Number)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002-10-10</td>
<td>1 h – 170 mm</td>
<td>Via Júlia (L4) – Trinitat Nova (L4) – Rambla Just Oliveras (L1) – Maria Cristina (L3)</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-09-14</td>
<td>1 h – 65 mm</td>
<td>Cornellà Centre (L4)</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10-22</td>
<td>1 h – 70 mm</td>
<td>Sant Antoni (L2) – Paral·lel (L3) – Rambla Just</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-07-19</td>
<td>1.5 h – 80 mm</td>
<td>Oliveras (L1) – Trinitat Vella (L1) – Verdaguer (L5) Verdaguer (L4) – Bogatell (L4)</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-07-16</td>
<td>1 h – 40 mm</td>
<td>Canyelles (L3) – Valldaura (L3)</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-09-16</td>
<td>2 h – 75 mm</td>
<td>Poble Sec (L3) – Paral·lel (L3) – Espanya (L3) – Drassanes (L3) – Liceu (L3)</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-10-09</td>
<td>1 h – 36 mm</td>
<td>Espanya (L1) – Santa Eulàlia (L1) – Torrasa (L1) – Paral·lel (L3) – Badal (L5)</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-11-15</td>
<td>2 h – 95 mm</td>
<td>Poble Sec (L3) – Paral·lel (L3) – Espanya (L3) – Santa Eulàlia (L1) – Liceu (L3) – Vallcarca (L3)</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-07-27</td>
<td>0.5 h – 43 mm</td>
<td>Sagrada Familia (L2) – Espanya (L3) – Verdaguer (L5)</td>
<td>[36,37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-08-27</td>
<td>1 h – 50 mm</td>
<td>Espanya (L3) – Collblanc (L5)</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-11-14</td>
<td>1 h – 53 mm</td>
<td>Arc de Triomf (L1) – Paral·lel (L3)</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-12-04</td>
<td>5 h – 102 mm</td>
<td>Espanya (L3, L1) – Arc de Triomf (L1) – Sants (L5) – Sant Roc (L2)</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 suggests Barcelona Metro flooding events frequency has increased over the last two years, indicating that these events could maintain or increase their frequency or intensity, due to climate change influence on rainfall variations [16]. Barcelona rainfall events frequency and intensity increases, doubling frequency downpours and peak rainfall rates up to 20% higher [41], rainfall intensities rise due to climate change impacts [42].

2.2. Overview of the Hydrodynamic Model

A 1D/2D urban drainage model of the whole municipality of Barcelona was developed, calibrated, and validated using the hydraulic modelling software Innovyze InfoWorks ICM® and local observation data from different rain events. This model is an update of the model used for the Drainage Master Plan of Barcelona of 2006.

A rainfall-runoff model was used to compute the runoff from buildings that were assumed to directly drain into the 1D hydraulic model representing the drainage network. The 2D model was used to reproduce overland flow on streets, parks, and further areas located at terrain elevation that can be flooded. The 1D and the 2D models continuously interact with each other through model nodes that physically represent surface inlets (like gullies or maintenance holes) to the drainage system. At these nodes, the exchange of water between the 1D and the 2D model was computed using different modelling options available in InfoWorks (nodes can be defined as Inlets 2D, 2D, Gullies 2D) that compute water flows as a function of local water levels and inlet geometries.

A peculiarity of this 1D/2D model is that part of the rainfall is directly applied to the streets and parks represented by the 2D overland flow model, and part to the rainfall-runoff model used for buildings, roofs, and elevated areas. Conventional urban drainage modelling approach generally applies rainfall directly to rainfall-runoff models that compute runoff diverting it into the 1D hydraulic model, and flooding can only occur through a maintenance hole surcharge. In Barcelona, it is believed that urban floods are partly caused by deficient surface drainage capacity due to, for instance, a reduced number of street gullies.
This model includes approximately 2164 km of pipes, 67,967 pipes, 66,158 nodes, 18 detention tanks with a total volume of approximately 461,600 m$^3$, 489 weirs, 22 pumps, 47 sluice gates, and 120 outfalls. The full 1D Saint-Venant equations are used to solve the sewer flow. Rainfall-runoff processes were simulated using a single non-linear reservoir model with routing coefficients that are a function of surface roughness, surface area, ground slope, and catchment width. Initial hydrological losses were simulated to be approximately 1 mm (a little higher in pervious areas and lower in impervious ones).

Continuous losses were only applied to pervious areas and were simulated using the Horton model. The 2D model has an unstructured mesh with 662,071 cells created from a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) with a resolution of 2x2 m$^2$ obtained by a special combination of a 3-D scanning and laser scanning (LIDAR) provided by the Cartographic and Geological Institute of Catalonia (with an accuracy of 0.15 m for altitudes). The 2D cells have areas in the range of 5–125 m$^2$ in the urban area and 100–10,000 m$^2$ in the upstream rural areas.

The 1D/2D model was quantitatively and qualitatively calibrated and validated using data from four different historical rain events. In Barcelona, approximately 25 rainfall gauges and more than 100 water level sensors and flood event videos and photos are available. Calibration and validation details can be found in deliverable 2.2 of the EU RESCCUE project [27].

2.3. Description of how the Metro Service is Affected by Flooding

Depending on the type of tunnel, existing floor, sleeper type, and other variables unique to each Metro system in the world, the characteristics of the infrastructure that perform primary flood control in Barcelona Metro service tunnels are summarized as follows.

The dimensions presented in Figure 4 are estimated, since they may vary depending on the sort of tunnel, among other factors, and should be taken as a theoretical reference. Therefore, depending on the existing drainage in each case, it will be more or less rapid for the water to reach the base of the rail.

![Figure 4. Approximate scheme of the Barcelona Metro's railway infrastructure.](image)

One of the essential parts of the train movement is railway signaling, which always allows safe movement by regulating the speed and location of trains. The basis of the railway signaling is based on the track circuits, whose theoretical schematic configuration is shown in Figure 5 (it does not precisely represent the reality for the whole Line 3 of the Barcelona Metro), where the track is electrically isolated in sections of a certain length. In the case of Metro Line 3, the track circuits are about 25 and 35 meters long.

The railway signaling equipment is qualified to work under wet conditions; therefore, the circuit could work in case of flooding. Depending on the amount of water in the surrounding area and its conductivity, it may not complete the circuit, then diverting the electric current between the power supply and the receptor, producing the receptor is not over-excited by the electric current and the block is assumed occupied. It is not conceivable to set only a water level which produces the false occupation phenomenon. However, it could be established as an inaccurate reference level when the water level reaches half of the railway rail (0.08 m from the rail bed), we could have an occasional false occupation.
Thus, this study represents Metro network components into the hydrodynamic model through the ventilation grates. The model integrates hydrodynamic equations representing urban drainage grates, comparable to inlets [50]. The ventilation grates as a water inlet use this previous research outcome since the obstruction conditions determining hydrodynamic effects at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC), implemented in the InfoWorks® ICM software package. Gomez et al. [45] at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC), implemented in the InfoWorks® ICM software package.

Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 22 (HEC-22) [44]. This study applies another method, an alternative of them based on the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Urban Drainage Design Manual, modelled inlet type. InfoWorks ICM® offers various methods to estimate captured flow by inlets, two of them based on the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Urban Drainage Design Manual, Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 22 (HEC-22) [44]. This study applies another method, an alternative to the HEC-22 continuous grate inlet based on the equations from work carried out by Gomez et al. [45] at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC), implemented in the InfoWorks® ICM software package.

Three-dimensional numerical modelling experimental campaigns [46,47] executed at UPC characterizes Barcelona drainage grates’ hydrodynamic behavior [45,48,49], including physical obstruction conditions determining hydrodynamic efficiency decrease on partially clogged grated inlets [50]. The ventilation grates as a water inlet use this previous research outcome since the model integrates hydrodynamic equations representing urban drainage grates, comparable to ventilation grates.

Figure 5. Occupied block—track circuit scheme. Modified from [43].

In the case of having a higher water level, in many cases, there would be false occupation, and therefore no Metro service would be provided. Due to these circumstances, this study takes a level of 0.15 m as an approximate reference level in which, in any road configuration, it is inevitable that because of a flooding event, false occupation is produced. It must be considered that even if we could find a situation where the water reaches the height of the head of the rail, there would be no false occupation, due to there being no short circuit of the electrical circuit. At this point, it would be necessary to analyze whether it is mechanically viable for trains to transit, given the possibility of slippage in the wheel-rail contact and the impossibility of visualizing the rail with the danger that this entails. Furthermore, concerning the ATP (automatic train protection) system, the closer the water gets to the head of the rail, the easier it is for the train’s ATP antennas not to be able to obtain correct track circuit information, causing the train to brake for lack of obtaining the ATP code. When the water covers the whole head of the rail, accurate ATP interpretation is not possible.

2.4. Integration of the Metro Infrastructure in the Hydrodynamic Model

Water presence in the tunnel and the stations of a Metro system affects the continuity of the service. Thus, this study represents Metro network components into the hydrodynamic model through the creation of hydraulic geometry elements, comparable to real infrastructure components, evaluating a conceivable water entry event into the system, through hydrodynamic modelling. Principal floodwater access to the Metro system during extreme precipitation events are the ventilation grates and stations’ entrances, according to TMB and visual inspections carried out by TMB personnel during extreme rainfall events.

The data required to calculate the flow intercepted at the ventilation grates depends on the modelled inlet type. InfoWorks ICM® offers various methods to estimate captured flow by inlets, two of them based on the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Urban Drainage Design Manual, Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 22 (HEC-22) [44]. This study applies another method, an alternative to the HEC-22 continuous grate inlet based on the equations from work carried out by Gomez et al. [45] at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC), implemented in the InfoWorks® ICM software package.

Three-dimensional numerical modelling experimental campaigns [46,47] executed at UPC characterizes Barcelona drainage grates’ hydrodynamic behavior [45,48,49], including physical obstruction conditions determining hydrodynamic efficiency decrease on partially clogged grated inlets [50]. The ventilation grates as a water inlet use this previous research outcome since the model integrates hydrodynamic equations representing urban drainage grates, comparable to ventilation grates.
Metro tunnels’ representation in the hydrodynamic model introduces pipes with identical dimensions and geometry to the real infrastructure, considering tunnels’ cross-section and elevation data as Figure 6 shows. Metro network elements’ depiction in the hydrodynamic model process disregards entrance to service tunnel variability, which simplifies the flood impact analysis on the stations’ platform and tunnels.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** (a) Image (up) and essential features (down) of a typical surface grate for ventilation purposes in the Barcelona Metro system; (b) Catalunya Metro station cross-section drawing (up); tunnel depiction shape in ICM® software (down).

Reaching a proper representation of Metro entrances requires gathering information such as longitude, altitude, stairs slope, and the elevation difference with the tunnel service, to set the pipe connecting them. An evaluation and calibration process for different inlet types concludes, in this case, that the continuous curb-opening inlet typology provides a better representation of Metro station entrances’ hydrodynamic behavior.

2.5. Calibration and Validation Process

The calibration process consists of adapting model parameters to achieve correspondence among simulated flood behavior and recorded or observed flooding. The calibration parameters are listed in Table 2. This process trains the model concerning selected hydraulic conditions that are compared with the observed data. Specifically, the computed water levels in both the surroundings of the Metro stations’ access and the tunnels were validated in this study.

TMB selects the pluvial flooding event dated 2018-09-06 as a flood event suitable for calibration purposes in two stations of Line 3 (Paral·lel and Drassanes). Throughout this precipitation, the water depth in the Metro tunnels of these two stations induced a service disruption, the presence of water already generates the false occupation phenomenon. Metro operators can remark on how risky it is to have a station open to possible water flows. However, it is the false occupation that disrupts the service. With a variable water depth in the tunnel service, although the train can pass through the station it cannot stop to pick up or drop off passengers, as it is technically incapable of stopping.
Table 2. Selected calibration parameters of the hydrodynamic model, including calibrated values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Element</th>
<th>Calibration Parameter</th>
<th>Range (min–max)</th>
<th>Calibrated Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipes—mains are connecting from water entries to tunnels,</td>
<td>Pipe roughness—Metro accesses and ventilation grates</td>
<td>0.01–0.2 (Manning’s</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tunnels representation.</td>
<td></td>
<td>roughness coefficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s/m^{1/3}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipe roughness—Metro tunnels</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh for the 1D/2D coupled model</td>
<td>Maximum triangle area</td>
<td>100–10,000 m^2</td>
<td>10,000 m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum element area</td>
<td>5–125 m^2</td>
<td>125 m^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A calibration method employing a large data sample is not feasible in this model, due to the water level measurements shortage inside tunnels, hence this study tests to check its performance in real-world applications after calibration and before practice utilization, as the validation phase. Validation process applies another recorded surface flood event to ensure that the model acceptably reproduces recorded results, in this case, the pluvial flooding event dated 2018-08-17. This surface flooding event affected potential water entry points to the Metro system, but regular Metro service continued. The water level was not enough for the TMB operators to set the service interruption, nor was the water accumulated in the tunnels ample for the Metro system’s self-protection system to produce a disruption in service.

2.6. Flood Risk Assessment under the Impact of Climate Change

One of the most used approaches in assessing the vulnerability of underground mass transport systems is the identification of the effects of service disruptions [9], giving a primary role to the ridership flow at Metro stations. Some authors have mainly been interested in questions concerning risk assessment for Metro stations [51,52] in a holistic manner. Metro system flooding events can lead to risk conditions involving both ridership and infrastructure, for instance, its impact on passengers’ stability and safety [12,53]. Other authors focus their research on the optimization of evacuation processes during flood events in underground infrastructure [54–58]. However, this study defines risk according to the interruption of the Metro service, as a result of rainwater flooding on the urban transport system.

The concept of risk used in this research encompasses the combination of hazard and vulnerability. Hazard is characterized by flooding water depths (as the intensity of the hazard) along the Metro tunnel related to design storms of different return periods (probability of flooding events). Vulnerability criterion focuses on the ridership number affected by service interruptions. Therefore, the flood risk assessment process for Metro stations involves a hazard assessment, following the vulnerability assessment, and the procedure to obtain the risk data and maps for Barcelona Metro Line 3, as Figure 7 illustrates. For the hazard assessment, one, five, 10, and 20 years return period design storms are employed as inputs for Barcelona hydrodynamic 1D/2D coupled model for this study.

These design storms were selected following the recommendations of the municipal operator of the city drainage system (Barcelona Cicle de l’Aigua, SA—BCASA). The principal criteria for establishing this hazard estimation is to ensure continuity of Metro services, as the primary concern of the Metro administrator. One of the operational thresholds which defines Metro service operation is the water depth within the Metro tunnels. Considering a flood event, after the water depth reaches 0.15 m inside Metro station tunnels, Depending on the state of the railway road track in front of the train, if there is false occupation due to water, the train would not reach that circuit because it would stop before arriving, impacting the entire line service. Through operational experience and based on technical assumptions with support from TMB, the hazard ranges are defined as follows: water depths between 0 and 0.15 m are defined as low, between 0.15 and 0.30 m as medium, and depths greater than 0.30 m
For the vulnerability assessment, registered Line 3 station user entrance data, for every hour in the months November and December 2019, reflect the ridership flow, defining peak hours (18:00–19:00) and off-peak hours (12:00–13:00). Vulnerability assessment development uses ridership flows as inputs. It applies the Jenks natural breaks algorithm as a standard method for dividing a dataset into three homogenous classes; low, medium, or high. The hazard and vulnerability limits proposal and matrices are summarized in Table 3. Methods for risk assessment can be qualitative or quantitative, both having limitations [59]. To defining risk as to the probability or threat to a hazard occurring in a vulnerable area, flood risk was assessed through a risk map related to a determined scenario and return period by combining hazard and vulnerability maps. Metro stations and ridership are affected by floods in Barcelona, and their assessment defines hazard, vulnerability, and risk levels by significance levels such as “high,” ”medium,” and ”low,” evaluating the resultant risk level against qualitative criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index / Score</th>
<th>Hazard, Depending On Flood Return Periods (Water Depth)</th>
<th>Vulnerability for Off-Peak Hours (Ridership Flow)</th>
<th>Vulnerability for Peak Hours (Ridership Flow)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (low)</td>
<td>0–0.15 m</td>
<td>116–578 users/h</td>
<td>96–591 users/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (medium)</td>
<td>0.15–0.30 m</td>
<td>578–1075 users/h</td>
<td>591–1244 users/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (high)</td>
<td>&gt; 0.30 m</td>
<td>1075–1516 users/h</td>
<td>1244–2701 users/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hazard range assignment relates to Metro trains’ capacity to operate under tunnel flooding conditions, considering the maximum water levels for the inundation events and the consequent service disruption. For the low hazard level defined by floodwater levels between 0 m and 0.15 m, service continuity disruption starts, and the Metro operation is subject to substantial supervision until the water level reaches 0.1 m when the service might be disrupted. At the medium hazard level, service disruption is likely because trains can no longer stop, affecting service availability on affected stations. High hazard level corresponds to floodwater level exceeding 0.3 m, under this water depth condition, the rail is likely covered by water, thus services are disrupted and trains cannot ride.

The creation of risk and vulnerability maps implies multiplying the vulnerability index (1, 2, or 3, corresponding to the low, medium, and high vulnerability) by the risk index (1, 2, or 3, corresponding...
to the low, medium and high). The total risk ranges from 1 to 9, where higher levels indicate a higher risk. This approach is compiled in the risk matrix shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hazard</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The entry of water into the subway system due to surface flooding is since the flood levels are higher than the elevation of the Metro infrastructure, which allows access to water, e.g., ground ventilation grates and user entrances to the system. This study identifies these water entry accesses according to different rainfall conditions. It suggests some non-structural and structural measures [5], combining both as a successful strategy facing the increased risk of flooding, according to Barcelona Metro system-specific factors.

3. A Case Study for the Barcelona Metro System

The purpose of this chapter is to present the physical characteristics of the study area, including a comprehensive summary of the Metro system, the hydrological conditions over the study area, a comprehensive summary of the rainfall data, and the boundary conditions applied in the integrated hydrodynamic 1D/2D model.

3.1. Characteristics of the Study Area

Barcelona has a Mediterranean climate, with gentle winters and mild summers. Barcelona soil cover experienced massive urbanization through the last century. Nowadays, the city land-use is about 80% of impervious areas and 20% of pervious areas. This morphology causes a brief time of concentration in catchment areas. As a result, medium and heavy storm events produce quick stormwater storage in flatland areas, provoking urban flash floods.

3.2. Underground Infrastructure Network: Metro System

Based on TMB confidentiality policies, this research does not offer Metro system details such as ventilation grates, accesses, tunnel dimensions, incoming water volumes, and ridership flows. The system runs by one operator (TMB) whose fare integrates into the unified six-zone system created by the Metropolitan Transport Authority. This research has TMB support, manager of the Metro system as a benchmark public mobility company in Europe and the world. With 13 lines, consisting of ten Metro lines, a cable car, a tram and a funicular, with a length of 121.4 km for the entire network, and 160 stations, the Metro network is the second largest conventional Metro network in Spain after Madrid, and since December 2009, the first with automated lines.

In 2019, 411.95 million passengers used the Barcelona Metro network managed by TMB. Barcelona Metro Line 3 links Zona Universitària and Trinitat Nova stations along a 17.8-kilometre double-track stretch with 26 stations underground. Line 3 at the peak hour averages 26 trains with 95 million passengers being second in terms of ridership volume, reaches a commercial speed of 26.5 km/h, and uses a rigid catenary system for the power supply and standard track width [60]. Figure 8 reveals flooding events’ marked concentration on one specific area of Metro stations, which coincides with the most frequent surface pluvial floods area; during rainfall events, stormwater flow exceeds sewer pipe capacity.
Figure 8. (a) Location of the stations on Line 3 of the Barcelona Metro system; (b) Barcelona Metro stations affected by flooding in the last 20 years, the lines to which they belong, and the number of service interruptions due to flooding at stations. The size of the nodes for every affected Metro station is proportional to the number of disruptions and related to the geometric element.
3.3. Data Acquisition

As part of the research, a precise record of Barcelona Metro Line 3’s possible water accesses was obtained based on TMB provided data. Historical flood events confirm surface runoff reaches the Metro system by specific accesses and ventilation grates, set by visual reports authored by newspapers, also registered and validated by TMB staff. Metro Line 3 elements’ representation as part of the coupled 1D/2D Barcelona drainage network model considers water flow through Metro station entrances, lifts, and ventilation grates, as Figure 8 shows. This inclusion allows improving model outcomes, as flow dynamics description between surface flow and urban drainage improves [61]. Figure 9 indicates the spatial location of the possible water entry points to Line 3 of the Metro system.

Figure 9. (a) Integrated Metro elements into the hydrodynamic model, such as possible water entry points for Barcelona Metro Line 3; (b) schematic representation of the Metro station accesses analyzed in the study.

3.4. Rainfall Data and Boundary Conditions

The 1D/2D hydrodynamic model boundary conditions consisted of the result of the rainfall-runoff model (storm water management model based on the non-linear reservoir was chosen among the options provided by InfoWorks ICM®) applying the rain gauge data and the observed water depth in the Metro tunnels downstream. The upstream boundary conditions applied in the calibration and validation phase are two historical rainfall events with surface flooding over Barcelona.

3.4.1. General Rainfall Conditions in Barcelona

The annual average rainfall is 460 mm. The Mediterranean rainfall pattern shows short-duration high-intensity events and spatial high-variability; 50% of the annual precipitation happens throughout variable rainfall events [62]. These events, in combination with city morphological characteristics and impervious areas, produce high flows in the sewer system. All these factors increase urban flood risk in city flatland areas. Barcelona has rainfall data since 1927 from Fabra Observatory; this long-time data series allowed the creation of the intensity duration frequency (IDF) curves for the city. Figure 10 shows new IDF curves based on 81 years data series (1927–1992 and 1995–2009) for some return periods [42]. Intensity values from these IDF curves are currently employed in local sewer network studies.
3.4.2. Calibration and Validation Data

Two recent rainfall events induced surface flooding in Barcelona. One of these events (2018-09-06) caused Metro service disruptions in five stations. Ergo, this study uses this flooding event to calibrate the hydrodynamic model considering a water level of 0.15 m, for which service availability is likely to be affected by flooding in Metro service tunnels. Figure 11 shows calibration, and validation rainfall events’ hydrological features, including rain gauges’ covered area, Thiessen polygon distribution, and cumulative rainfall depth.

Figure 10. Intensity duration frequency (IDF) curves relating return periods (in years) with durations (in minutes) for Barcelona [63]. Points with information of two real precipitation events (2018-09-06, 2018-08-17), to compare them with the IDF curves.

Figure 11. Study area map indicating rain gauges used for rainfall data acquisition process, and the cumulative rainfall (mm) for every flooding event. Red dots reveal possible water entry points to Metro Line 3. Blue lines show the Thiessen polygon division for each gauge region (25). (a) Flooding event for calibration 2018-09-06; (b) flooding event for validation 2018-09-06.
The other flooding event (2018-08-17) produced surface flooding; nevertheless, this event did not affect Line 3 Metro stations. On this basis, this research considers this event valid for validation purposes, understanding the process to validate the surface 2D overland flow in the vicinity of the Metro station. For this event, the model registers surface flooding, but it does not indicate floods inside the station.

3.4.3. Design Storms

Climatic variables’ projections unto 2100 are forecasting within project RESCCUE. This study embraces these rainfall projections to create design storms (using alternating blocks method, according to recommendations produced near the study area [64]). After running the hydrodynamic model for the future expected conditions, including climate change influence, hence obtaining the pluvial floods to assess expected future impacts.

Extreme events analysis is considering return periods of one, five, 10, and 20 years as possible adaptation frameworks. The same rain intensity is distributed over the whole area for these synthetic events, with the rain gauges used for rainfall data acquisition process, and the cumulative rainfall (mm) for an event. These synthetic rains are conceived with a five-minute temporal resolution to reach a high-level accuracy, duration up to 2 h 30 min, and a maximum rainfall intensity as Figure 12 illustrates for each one of the return periods.

![Rainfall intensity hyetographs](image)

**Figure 12.** Synthetic rainfall events characteristics. Five-minute rainfall intensity hyetographs for events under current rainfall conditions: (a) A 1-in-1 year event; (b) a 1-in-5 year event; (c) a 1-in-10 year event; (d) a 1-in-20 year event. Five-minute rainfall intensity hyetographs for events under future rainfall conditions: (e) A 1-in-1 year event; (f) a 1-in-5 year event; (g) a 1-in-10 year event; (h) a 1-in-20 year event.
4. Results

Section four highlights the research findings, focusing on the three key themes: The calibration and validation results obtained through hydrodynamic modelling of two historical flood events, from which there are real data to carry out the required corroboration; and the outcomes of the simulations under current and future rainfall conditions. This section outlines the modelling process results achieved via the application of the proposed methodology, their interpretation as well as the conclusions that can be drawn for three points: The calibration and validation phase. Besides, it shows the hydraulic modelling outputs from the application of the synthetic rainfall conditions driven by the impact of climate change into the drainage model.

With the results of the projected water depth for the conditions of the historical event used for the calibration of the model and the projected water depth for future flooding events, one of the two fundamental criteria is obtained. Along with the ridership flow to obtain the hazard and vulnerability assessment, the flood risk assessment results for Line 3 Metro stations are obtained, following the methodology introduced in Section 3.

4.1. Calibration and Validation Processes

The first set of analyses examined the real events’ pluvial flooding impact; one of them (2018-09-06) caused both surface flooding, along with two stations flooding on Metro Line 3, as indicated in Figure 13. The other flood event (2018-08-07) was merely superficial, comparable to the first event, but it did not generate flooding on Metro stations.

Figure 13. Calibration process summary output, for flooding event 2018-09-06: (a) Water depth modelling outcome in access 323_1 that serves the Paral·lel Metro station; (b) photograph of the flood event in the Metro access surroundings, corroborating the water depth obtained in the modelling; (c) water depth modelling outcome in Paral·lel Metro station tunnel; (d) photograph of the flood event in the Paral·lel Metro tunnel, corroborating the water depth obtained in the modelling.
This real-life hydraulic behavior replication in the hydrodynamic modelling output is successful in obtaining similar water depths at the surface level, through the calibration process applying this model for the Barcelona master drainage plan and the executed process for this study. Moreover, for the first event, the model identified water entries to Line 3 surrounding Paral·lel and Drassanes Metro stations areas, including water in their tunnels, as can be seen from the table (below). Then, water depth results in the 2D hydraulic element surrounding the ventilation grates and Metro stations’ accesses are summarized, in addition to the water level in the cited Metro stations, are consistent with the flood event records.

4.2. Simulations under Current and Future Rainfall Conditions

Table 5 presents the hydrodynamic modelling process results for various return periods, which includes the Line 3 infrastructure points number where water accesses are identified, the maximum water depth in the 2D element surrounding water access points, and the maximum water depth projected in Metro stations’ tunnels, for scenarios with climate change influence or without it. In the same way, it details the variation among every return period and the scenarios involving climate change impact, identifying such impact directly. Three things are evident from the changes among the results with the climate change influence and those not considering such influence. Firstly, rainfall intensities and water flow increment due to the climate change impact will impact Metro infrastructure, suggesting that the Metro system should develop adaptation measures against climate change effects. Secondly, the magnitude of the maximum water depth estimation varies between the differing return periods, with the climate change projections yielding a more significant water depth than estimated via non-influenced projections. Finally, the maximum water depth in Metro station tunnels increases between the different approaches; this is particularly evident when comparing T20 and T20 CC, which show a 54% increase estimation for the projected water depths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2018-09-06</th>
<th>T01</th>
<th>T01 CC</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>T05</th>
<th>T05 CC</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>T10</th>
<th>T10 CC</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>T20</th>
<th>T20 CC</th>
<th>Δ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water entry points</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum water depth in the surroundings of the entry points (m)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>+0.04</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum water depth in Metro station tunnels (m)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results suggest that the magnitude of change is dependent upon the rainfall intensity for every outcome category. For example, the water depth changes appear most substantial for the T20 CC generated scenario, with the water depth estimates being shifted further than with the other approaches, without the climate change influence. However, the varying water depth associated with each return period is also highlighted, with the results differing between each return period.

4.3. Risk Assessment

Applying the outlined methodologies, Figures 14 and 15 describe the comparison of the risk assessment outcomes among the real event (2018-09-06) and the 1-in-20 years return period flooding event with climate change impact, as the most critical scenario analyzed. Differences between the projections provided by each flooding scenario and applying a peak ridership flow pattern are highlighted by the risk assessment presented in Figure 16 as a summary, detailing the risk obtained for Barcelona Metro Line 3 stations facing flooding events. The findings presented here highlight the considerable influence of the water depth in the water entry points’ surrounding areas when assessing
the climate change impact upon flood risk. Although all the flood events used here do not result in quite different pictures of future flood risk on the Metro accesses or ventilation grates, there are some significant differences in terms of the risk magnitude.

Figure 14. Metro stations risk assessment map for real event pluvial flooding scenario (2018-09-06): (a) Hazard map considering real flooding event; (b) vulnerability map applying off-peak ridership flow; (c) risk map with flooding water depth.
Figure 14. Metro stations risk assessment map for real event pluvial flooding scenario (2018-09-06): (a) Hazard map considering real flooding event; (b) vulnerability map applying off-peak ridership flow; (c) risk map with flooding water depth.

Figure 15. Metro stations risk assessment map for synthetic event scenario with climate change influence (a 20 year return period event—“T20 CC”): (a) Hazard map considering future flooding conditions with climate change influence; (b) vulnerability map applying peak ridership flow; (c) risk map with flooding water depth; (d) Barcelona Metro Line 3 longitudinal profile scheme, with the location of the Metro stations located at the highest and lowest points of the network.
As Figure 15 illustrates, with a significant risk for 14 stations in T05 CC scenario and increasing to 20 stations having a significant risk in T20 CC scenario. It therefore seems necessary to incorporate a range of approaches in adaptation measures that are focused on coping with this increment in water depth. The majority of Metro Line 3 stations are highly susceptible to floods. Considering all risk scenarios, the maximum water depth in the surroundings of the water entry points, such as ventilation grates and Metro stations access, is not larger than 0.38 m.

5. Discussion

This chapter draws together and discusses the key findings, analyzing the results obtained in the study, and indicates how adaptation measures can be applied, according to local conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to have quantified the flooding risk to underground Metro stations for water intrusion hazard due to rainfall events, obtaining water depths estimation for projected extreme rainfall events. The approach used in this study differs substantially from other approaches studied previously [5]. In particular, although it uses geographic information systems (GIS) as the basis for collecting and organizing information from the Barcelona Metro system, the use of GIS is a secondary component which does not form part of the analysis in this study, contrasting other studies in the field [25].

This study considered only the water depth in the Metro station tunnels, obtained from hydrodynamic modelling, as a variable to characterize the hazard. Although the hazard due to flow velocity can be taken into account since there is sufficient information to carry out such an analysis from the hydrodynamic model, the objective of the analysis carried out in this research is the interruption of the Metro service. Therefore, the flow velocity is not a relevant parameter for this analysis, as it would be if this study were focused on passenger safety.

A hydrodynamic modelling software, combined with innovative analysis on how Metro systems can be represented into a drainage system, and assumptions about the fragility of transport infrastructure derived from pluvial flooding events have been used to assess flood risk in a Barcelona Metro line. The study demonstrates the potential for conducting transport infrastructure risk analysis through hydrodynamic modelling and a depiction of the real physical conditions for representing Metro systems.
One of the main conditions of this study was to define a simplification of Metro system water accesses, such as ventilation grates, depicted as drainage grates adapted to each grate condition; the stations' access, neglecting the complexity inherent to each station, such as hallways, stairs, and additional architectural components before entering the station tunnel. All these elements were considered as pipes until arriving at the main tunnel; this enabled the Metro network to be integrated into the complex hydrodynamic model.

We have found that improving some ventilation grates and Metro access designs, by increasing their minimum height to 0.35 m, could yield a potential decrease in flooding events for Metro Line 3 tunnels and stations. Of course, care should be taken with the interpretation of these results, as local conditions for each of the ventilation grates and accesses must be considered in detail. This simplification could affect water transport times from water entry points to tunnels.

Service disruptions due to flooding events are not only by water depth increase in Metro tunnels, but also by impacts on ridership stability inside stations, corridors, and hallways. Flooding events can also affect the electrical equipment and increase maintenance costs, as Figure 2 illustrates. Service disruption does not occur mainly because of the water level itself but because of the misleading interaction between water and the Metro blocks-based electrical system. The higher the water depth, the more likely a block can be misleadingly occupied, and thus the service disrupted.

The outcomes of this study display that by accounting for increased possible water entry sources, water depth range forecasts in Metro tunnels widen. It is reasonable to assert that the principal source of flooding is a local level phenomenon of water entry. However, differences in topographic altitude also influenced flooding cases in the Metro tunnels for our case study. The locations of water entry points to the Metro identified in the real flood event (2018-09-06) are near the two most affected stations, Paral·lel and Drassanes. Nevertheless, flood events with projected high-rainfall intensities also affect high sub-basin areas in our case. These outcomes suggest an association between water entry from the upper sub-basin and the increased water entry risk for upper and lower Metro stations. It is therefore likely that such connections exist between a water transport phenomenon into the system tunnels and the increased water depth in Paral·lel and Trinitat Nova Metro stations.

Flooding events also impact the system's vulnerability, as the presence of water in the Metro tunnels affects the continuity of the service, also impacting the passengers' flow. By preventing passengers' access to the stations due to an extreme precipitation event and the consequent flooding that this causes, the vulnerability decreases because the flow of passengers entering the system also decreases. By preventing water from entering the Metro system, both the flooding hazard and the vulnerability expressed in the flow of ridership decrease. Nevertheless, such vulnerability is never zero, and in fact, it is high, since the disruption of the service also impacts passengers who are already on the trains, inhibiting their adequate transportation.

Our findings draw attention to the importance of considering that the low level of some ventilation grates and Metro stations' accesses may increase probabilities for water entering in flood events, as Figure 17 illustrates.

Moreover, the significant water depths in upper-located stations such as Vall d’Hebron associated with high-return periods under observed conditions may further question rainfall events' role in impacting water intrusion to the Metro system. Addressing the spatial and temporal full range uncertainty related to future rainfall events poses a significant challenge, therefore, we believe that having a homogeneous rainfall distribution over the city is adequate to cope with most possible climate change situations to come.

Concerning the research methods, some limitations need to be acknowledged. The interaction at the hydraulic level between the 1D and 2D model is not fully understood, for example, during the transformation of the surface flood water level to the entry points of the Metro system. Due to the lack of modelling elements that competently render physical structures that are not common in hydraulic systems. A possible source of bias for the study is the influence that unexamined physical details of
stairs, access corridors, and vents, as water access points to the Metro, could have physical details beyond the roughness, sizes, and lengths that were considered.

Figure 9. (a) Integrated Metro elements into the hydrodynamic model, such as possible water entry points for Barcelona Metro Line 3; (b) schematic representation of the Metro station accesses analyzed in the study.

Figure 17. The visual contrast among a Paral·lel station entrance facing a flood event, and its regular service; (a) flooding event 2009-10-22; (b) current situation.

This study emphasizes that this risk assessment combines water level projections with present ridership flows and traveler density. Outcomes should hence not be used as projected impacts. Instead, they ponder the current risk, which we define as a threat indicator for Metro system sustainability in the future. Future research should consider and integrate all the major possible flood hazard modes for Metro systems, such as the influence of groundwater infiltrations. A full climate risk assessment is required for the Metro system. It must have a high priority within a comprehensive, Barcelona-wide climate risk assessment and adaptation effort, involving all governmental agencies.

6. Conclusions

This study presents a novel integrated model to simulate flooding in the underground Metro system of Barcelona. This model assumes that the Metro flooding only occurs from surface flooding that can drain into the underground Metro infrastructure through Metro staircases, ventilation grids, and elevators. The new model integrates a conventional 1D/2D urban flood model with a Metro model that is simulated as a system of pipes and links just as if it was a drainage network. The integrated model can simulate the spatial and temporal variability of Metro flood water depth and velocity. Simulated maximum flood depth is used as input for the flood risk assessment presented.

This research analyzes the current flooding of the Barcelona Metro Line 3 infrastructure, considering the climate change influence on future rainfall intensities, for flood risk assessment. This research proposed a framework for flood simulation of underground Metro systems, showing that Metro infrastructure can be simulated as a "drainage system" for risk assessment purposes of Metro systems. Notwithstanding the relatively limited data sample analyzing one of 12 Metro lines, this work offers valuable insights into developing targeted interventions aimed at reducing Metro service disruptions frequency and impact. This piece of research includes strategies to enhance flood risk management as a reasonable approach to tackle this issue, not only for Barcelona Metro but for Metro systems worldwide. This study provides a baseline for assessing potential flood outcomes in Metro systems, notwithstanding, any proposed adaptations are not studied in detail. However, the model can be used to evaluate adaptation measures' effectiveness. To estimate the adaptation costs under various climate change and socioeconomic development situations, compatible adaptation measures with the urban planning recommended by the Barcelona City Council are necessary.

One might thus conclude that decreasing Metro service flood hazard by heightening this infrastructure is further up the list of priorities, after ensuring pedestrian mobility at the ground level and easy access to Metro stations. Still, there are significant benefits from improving the flood hazard
of flooding-exposed Metro infrastructure performing some adaptation measures, either increasing accesses’ heights or achieving other structural measures such as hydraulic barriers by demand.
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